TOWN HALL ROMPS OVER EAST HALL FOR INTRAMURAL TITLE

Nick Stuart to Play For Prom Tomorrow Night

Country Club Scheduled For Junior Affair

Dancers Will Elect Queen of Ball From Co-eds

The Theta Delta Chapter of Beta Delta Chi, in charge of the dance that night, will feature the leading role of feminine Chaplin, president, of the Theta Delta Chapter of Beta Delta Chi, in charge of the dance that night, will feature the leading role of feminine

Town Hall Annexes Cage Title

City Boys Trim

Dorm Squad In Easy 37-12 Win

Basketball Gonflaton

Added to Fall Football

By Bill Bowers

Town Hall, electromagnets of intramural ball, football, and basketball, will be added to the fall schedule. The Theta Delta Chapter of Beta Delta Chi, in charge of the dance that night, will feature the leading role of feminine

Dramatic Club to Give ‘Pulling the Curtain’

At 8:30 Thursday Evening at Autry House

Theme For Baldwin Dance March 30 To Be Southern Cruise

The Elizabeth Women’s Literary Association will present its annual Baldwin Dance at 8:30 on March 30 at Autry House. The theme for the evening will be a Southern Cruise. Tickets are on sale at the box office, and any committee can be contacted for details.

McLemore, Rumble, Peet Approved By Phi Lambda Upsilon

Tuesday at 8:30 Thursday Evening at Autry House

Prominent in one of the above candidates will be elected Queen of the May Fete Monday. They are top row, left, Snyder, and right, Lorena Ramin. They are top row, left, Snyder, and right, Lorena Ramin.

Queen of '40 May Fete To Be Elected Monday

Members of the Student Assembly will go to the polls Monday to elect the Queen of the 1940 May Fete. There will be four candidates, Elmo Bisney, Edgar Clark, Lorena Ramin, and Marcella Rayham. The polls will open from 1 a.m. Sunday until 3 p.m. Monday. The contests will be held on Bovard-Allen building.

Ten Juniors Named To Engineering Spring Election

Ten junior engineers were elected Wednesday as members of the Engineering Society's regular spring election. They are: John A. Beshofer, John J. Cline, John T. Kickinger, John E. Korkちゃ, Harold B. Sparks, and George F. Tuck. They will work in association with the Engineering Society of Sigma Xi, highest national honorary society for engineers, to which the university is a member.

To Be Elected Monday

Drama for Baldwin Dance March 30 To Be Southern Cruise

The Elizabeth Women’s Literary Association will present its annual Baldwin Dance at 8:30 on March 30 at Autry House. The theme for the evening will be a Southern Cruise. Tickets are on sale at the box office, and any committee can be contacted for details.
The Fight Is For the Fair

This segment is part of the Blue tradition and regardless of a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the Blue tradition, one should acknowledge the fact that it is practically all the girls have. We suppose it is understandable that they should make the most of the opportunities as they present themselves..."From Maestro"

Editor's Desk

A Letter from the Senator

There is a great need for the junior class to make their Blue tradition a success..."Richardson, Chosen Baptist President at Council Meeting"..."Opal Smith Takes Seat on Religious Council"

Collector's Corner

A result of our present day attitude toward politics, the candidates have had so much to worry about..."Sakowitz Bros. On Main at Sunset"

Engineers, Drilling for Oil, May Strike Water

The Thrasher

The University of Houston of-..."Billings, Boy, and the Machine"

Parliamentary Talk

The following resolution was then considered..."Rosemary McKinney...""the Ladies' Down the Sink"

Miami's Petition for Queen Is Thrown Out

O women if we were not for trifling respect, I could come to such honor..."Merry Wives of Windsor"

Poems

"Thoughts and Sentiments of a Young Man...""Finland's Aid Goes Down the Sink"

THE Flowers for THE Girl

"Billy Bryan-J. J. 8-0929...""Opal Smith Takes Seat on Religious Council"

WADEMAN'S FLOWERS

1016 Main Street

Radley 

"Sakowitz SLAX" Favorite Sport Shoes

for Spring

• You'll be steps ahead of the crowd if you want the "SLAX" shoe. It's the local universality that are unique "SLAX". And they now just as high among the country workers for interior wear. Their quality, comfort, their area of use, give you that cool "SLAX".
Ramblin' Round

R.B.G.'s held their initiation banquet and dance at the Jester banquet tower at 10 p.m. A fine and savory spread marked each of the new members in an impressive fashion. The ladies were Bakita, Anaika, Rose, Frances, Ada, Ethel, Elizabeth, Mary, and Betty. The punch was deliciously served by Betty, who made her punch perfectly to taste. The guests were the Jester guests, all the Rice students, and the Rice community.

Katherine Custer attended a buffet dinner at R.B.G. and was entertained and convivially entertained for their guests. The games were the Jester games, and the prizes were the Jester prizes. The prize for the best dressed was given to Jack Smith, and the prize for the best dressed was given to Jack Smith. The prize for the best dressed was given to Jack Smith.

Gordon Dover Gets Around A Lot!

The Arrow's famous Oxford shirt with the bottom button is all that. My good looks and good manners are all that are required by the Oxford shirt in the world. I am not fond of Oxford shirts, and never in my life have I shuffled quite as much as I have now. My buttons are all over the place, and I am not fond of Oxford shirts.

I was asked to record this information by the American Youth Commission, and I am not fond of Oxford shirts. I am not fond of Oxford shirts, and I am not fond of Oxford shirts.

Betty Gartner to Represent Rice Around Trip April 4-6

Betty Gartner was named Monday by the Student Council to represent the students of the United States at the Budapest Council on which the by-law becomes effective.

At Empire Room

Dr. de Carvalho Plans To Talk Further On World Peace

Dr. Carlos de Carvalho, visiting Carnegie professor to Rice, will talk in a series of lectures on the geography, social and political science of the world peace. Dr. de Carvalho, professor of social science at the University of California, will talk in a series of lectures on the geography, social and political science of the world peace. Dr. de Carvalho, professor of social science at the University of California, will talk in a series of lectures on the geography, social and political science of the world peace.

Del Courtney's Band Playing At Rice Hotel

Del Courtney is playing at the Rice Hotel this weekend.

Golfers To Meet Texas Tech April 3

The golfers will meet Texas Tech April 3.

U.S. at Baton Rouge...

The famous U.S. at Baton Rouge.

Morgan's Band Playing At Rice Hotel

Morgan's Band is playing at the Rice Hotel.

The fine music Del Courtney is playing at the Rice Hotel.
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The fine music Del Courtney is playing at the Rice Hotel.
Brunson Depends Upon Sprinters to Retain Title

Crisssman, Only Letter Man, to Captain Defending Conference Golf Champions

Girls Appointed to Revive Constitution Of Institute Y.W.C.A.

Decca Presents Newest Releases at SEARS Record Shop

Weather This Week

Indian Summer 1939—Tony Martin

TOM McCALL

Mild To Retain Crown

Today's Definitely Milder CIGARETTE

ASK FOR CHESTERFIELD

Call for all the good things you want in a cigarette...Chesterfield has them...

COOLNESS...Chesterfields are Cooler

MILDNESS...Chesterfields are Definitely Milder

TASTE...Chesterfields Taste Better

In simple shape, in the way they burn, everything about Chesterfield makes it the cigarette that satisfies. You can't buy a better cigarette.